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￭ With the help of Windows to analyze DNS records is the summary database system, which analyzes all DNS records which is defined in the database, can
support 10000 of changes in the DNS records, and even the concrete DNS records can be analyzed. ￭ With the help of the management system, it can keep
the DNS analysis data in ACCESS or MSSQL database, so that we can back up the data, and can also do the backup and store and restore of data. ￭ With
the help of the WEB management system, it can manage any server, in order to maintain the server. ￭ With the help of the IP table definition, you can write
any strategy to define the network, define the IP table and so on. ￭ With the help of the data preservation, you can save any DNS data in ACCESS or
MSSQL database, so that when the DNS records were applied to the data in database, we can read the data to carry out. ￭ With the help of the auto back up,
you can set any report frequency so that we can realize the automatic backup on the server with more risk reduction, so that we can use to carry out any
standard and operate the records on any server. ￭ With the help of the machine establishment weight, you can help the balance is the equal weights, create
the data analysis system and so on. ￭ With the help of the dying machine examination, it can help to write a script to sum the record of the result of the
dying machine examination, and so we can check when the server reaches, check whether there is anything wrong, restore the DNS records and so on.
GroupMyDNS is a Windows-based software utility which performs an intelligent analysis over DNS. This system also DNS disposition information
preservation in ACCESS or in MSSQL database, application development concrete DNS application, so long as fluctuates the record to in database SOA
and the RR table then to facilitate completes. WinMyDNS Free Download and the squid coordination, builds belongs from already the CDN accelerator
This software has disposed the WEB management system management system, may carry on the management through the WEB way to WinMyDNS all
functions. Here are some key features of "WinMyDNS": ￭ Intelligent DNS analysis Section based on Windows in platform intelligent DNS analysis system.
May conveniently carry on the intelligent DNS analysis through the WinMy
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WinMyDNS For Windows 10 Crack is a software utility which permits you to calculate DNS analysis. It is employed by companies and individuals. There
are a variety of programs that assist you to do DNS analysis. Most generally they only accept a few predefined DNS queries and all occur from a computer
that is connected to a network. But not WinMyDNS For Windows 10 Crack. It's latest version can do an assessment of all kinds of DNS information
without being connected to the net. WinMyDNS Cracked 2022 Latest Version is not a DNS Server. It only calculates DNS record information given a set of
data. The computer is working good however the DNS configuration has changed. It can't be uninstalled and there is no update. This software provides
assistance to come back to the earlier DNS configuration. It can discover new or existing DNS configurations on the working machine as well as compare
them with the earlier DNS configuration. WinMyDNS Crack Free Download features: · Supports all kinds of queries · Checks all kind of DNS settings
including DHCP, LSA, SNMP, Subnet, Host, MSSQL, SOA, TLD, PTR, SRV, AAA and A+DNS · Supports Ipv4 and Ipv6 · Supports different DNS
servers(wildcards, subdomain, prefix, and subnet) · Supports LSA records · Supports Ipv4 /Ipv6 · Supports AAA records · Supports MX
record(automated,automated) · Supports NS record(automated,automated) · Supports SRV record(automated,automated) · Supports TXT
record(automated,automated) · Supports CNAME records · Supports LLMNR records · Supports HINFO record · Supports MINFO record · Supports MX
record and mailgun · Supports MSSQL records · Supports DNS response record(automated,automated) · Supports AD record(automated,automated) ·
Supports CF record(automated,automated) · Supports CERT record(automated,automated) · Supports CNAMERecord(automated,automated) · Supports
CVRRECORD(automated,automated) · Supports KEYrecord(automated,automated) · Supports NSAPROCESSING(automated,automated) · Supports P
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WinMyDNS facilitates DNS analysis into the database, may also store the DNS record information in ACCESS or in MSSQL.This system also DNS
disposition information preservation in ACCESS or in MSSQL database, application development concrete DNS application, so long as fluctuates the
record to in database SOA and the RR table then to facilitate completes. This software has disposed the WEB management system management system,
may carry on the management through the WEB way to WinMyDNS all functions. Here are some key features of "WinMyDNS": ￭ Intelligent DNS analysis
Section based on Windows in platform intelligent DNS analysis system. May conveniently carry on the intelligent DNS analysis through the WinMyDNS
user. ￭ Save Data in ACCESS/MSSQL DNS data preservation in ACCESS or in MSSQL database, so long as may complete the DNS analysis function to
the database record operation. ￭ WEB Management This software has disposed the WEB management system management system, may carry on the
management through the WEB way to WinMyDNS all functions. ￭ IP table free definition This software may freely define the DNS analysis strategy
through the WEB management convenience. May define the network, and defines the IP table. ￭ Automatic backup This software evening 4 o'clock
automatically the database which uses for WinMyDNS carries on the backup every day, and preservation under backup table of contents. Effectively
reduces the system failure the risk. ￭ Programming development So long as read-write may realize the DNS analysis to in ACCESS/MSSQL database SOA
and the RR table. ￭ Dying machine examination May to join tabulates to the dying machine examination the machine to carry on the dying machine
examination. When discovered when the server does not pass, then automatically DNS analysis to another machine. Guaranteed your customer all can visit
the normal server as necessary. ￭ Load equalization May to join to the load equalization machine establishment weight. The system automatically compares
according to the weight regularly analyzes the visit proportion. Requirements: ￭.NET Framework 2.0 Limitations: ￭ Supports 10,000 Analysis records,one
year life WinMyDNS Homepage: WinMyDNS - Intelligent DNS Analysis - Powerful Stats to optimize Server Loads | WinMyDNSWinMyDNS is a
Windows-based

What's New in the WinMyDNS?
Currently and WinMyDNS application only features Windows platform.WinMyDNS utility is suitable for companies which all customers, in order to
control the DNS of its own company, must have the same DNS management capabilities as other DNS management tools. WinMyDNS can help you
manage DNS more effectively. DNS management software can help you decide between the various DNS tools, and also helps you plan the data that needs
to be created or updated. It is equally important for others to understand the DNS, which is why we will provide a roadmap to the other DNS management
tools. The objectives of this software are as follows: -DNS Automation application consists of the recording, the record management and the usage of DNS
API to the server. The DNS data are cleared in a round-robin fashion. -DNS analysis application consist of an analysis, which is a kind of regular data
purification, and makes results of the analysis available in an Oracle SQL database. -WND Management This software helps you to analyze the records
(DNS Managed Objects (MO)) in the Oracle SQL Database as a database. If you want to analyze the DNS data and store them in the SQL database, this
software is a must. -DNS Managed Objects (MO) This software lets you analyze DNS records in the SQL database. The MO type is string and it is treated
as a kind of database in the SQL database. -DNS DNS based discovery software is a software that can evaluate the DNS data in the SQL database, and
change the DNS data in the use of the DNS. As a result, the host-name is changed in the DNS record (DNSMO), which will be inserted into the server.
-DNS DNS testing: The DNS testing is a software that can change the DNS data in the database directly, and makes direct changes in the Microsoft DNS,
and changes the data in the Microsoft DNS. -DNS DNS management Software that is specific to Windows, our software is designed to allow you to manage
DNS from within Windows. With our application, you can manage the DNS as well as change it. -WinMyDNS is a software that can be installed on a
Windows NT Server. It uses the Microsoft Windows DNS class for the DNS management. -WinMyDNS is a handy network management and analysis tool
for the server. WinMyDNS provides an easy way to control DNS data. This enables the administrator to control the DNS data directly in
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System Requirements For WinMyDNS:
PlayStation®4 system (PlayStation®3 is not supported). Internet connection is required for installation. Online features require an account and are subject
to terms of service and applicable privacy policy (playstationnetwork.com/terms-of-service & playstationnetwork.com/privacy-policy). Software subject to
license (us.playstation.com/softwarelicense). One-time license fee for play on account’s designated primary PS4™ system and other PS4™ systems when
signed in with that account
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